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ABSTRACT 
Comparison of Attitudes of Mothers and Fathers 
Toward Nursery School Education 
by 
Pamela Meals, Master of Science 
Utah State University, 1968 
Major Professor : Dr. Jay D. Schvaneveldt 
Department: Family and Child Development 
Attitudes of middle class mothers and fathers t oward mursery school 
education were measured and compared. The subjects were parents of 
children who attended the Utah State Univers i ty nursery school . A 
scale was developed to test parental attitudes. Attitudes toward nursery 
school education were definjtely favorable. Comparison of attitudes 
expressed by mothers with those expressed by fathe rs revealed significant 
differences between the two groups, when the total number of responses 
of all scale items were considered together . 
The total scale includ ed 48 items comprising three subscales, which 
t es ted th e following parental attitudes t oward nursery school education: 
attitudes concerning a c hild's independence or dependence as it relates 
to nursery school attend ance, attitudes pertaining to th e value that 
the nursery school has for a child, and attitudes toward th e care and 
guidance of a child while at nursery school . Comparisons of attitudes 
of mothers and fathers in each of these three areas disclosed that 
there was no significant difference between the two groups in attitudes 
expressed . Mean scores of mothers and fathers were 77.4 and 76.2, 
respectively . 
vi 
The scale used to measure attitudes was found t o discriminate 
significantly between the high and low scoring subjects . However, an 
item analysis of the scale r evealed few individual items which could 
discriminate significantly between the high and low scoring subjects. 
(60 pages) 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
This study sought t o compare the attitudes of middle class mothers 
and fathers,who have children attending nursery school, toward nursery 
school education . An understanding of the attitudes of mothers and 
fa thers toward nursery school education is of both theoretical and practi-
cal importance in the field of child development today. The theor e tical 
importance lies in the relevance this problem has to the effects pro-
duced by attitudes and in a l arger context, to the processes of socializa-
tion. The practical importance relates to nursery school philosophy 
and practice: the need for parent-teacher communication, and the need 
to see each child as an individual. 
Swift (1964) discusses the present-day con troversy concerning ear ly 
group experience. A number of situations have resulted in the expansion 
of nursery programs: (l) the increasingly large proportion of mothers 
in the labor force, (2) the importance attached to good social adjustment, 
and to the ability to function well in the group , and (3) the value 
that educators and others place on utilizing the child ' s full potential 
for l ear ning during the pr eschool years. Howeve r, the wisdom of the 
expansion of nursery schools has been questioned : (1) because of con-
cern expressed by thos e who feel that grea ter gr o up participation in the 
preschool years would interfere with the fulfillmen t of the child's need 
for a close relationship with his mother, and (2) because of concern 
expressed about the effects on the young child of t he greater 
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routinization of care in the group situation, and the necessity of con-
forming t o gr oup demands before the child has completely defined hims elf 
and his role as an individual. 
In addition to the foregoing controversies, parents can be expected 
to have addi tional differing attitudes toward nursery school, simply 
because it is their own child who is concerned. Read (1950) points out 
that the experience of havin g a child enter nursery school means differ-
ent things to each parent . The school offers each parent something 
different. It would be helpful for the teacher of the nursery school 
to understand the parents' feelings, and that attitudes toward having 
their child there may be mixed. 
Swift, after reviewing several studies, discusses a different 
perspective on the probl em and concludes that: 
. . many of the traits which the child brings 
to the nurs ery, and which ensure his success or failure 
in the nursery group, are related direc tly to parental 
attitudes and the experiences the parents have pro-
vided in the home. (Swift, 1964, p. 279) 
This has relevance to the pres e nt problem in that attitudes of parents 
toward school and the activities at school are dominant in shaping the 
attitudes of their children toward the same. Although most influence 
on the child has been attributed to maternal attitudes and practices, 
Tasch (1952) is representative of those who point out that the role of 
the father must not be underestimated. 
Statement of the Problem 
The specific purpose of this study was t o measure and compare the 
attitudes of mo thers and fathers of children attending the Utah State 
Universi t y nursery school during Spring Quarter, 1968, concerning several 
aspects of nursery school education: the value of the nurs ery school 
experience for the child, th e child 's ind e pendence or de pe ndence as it 
relates to nursery school attendance, and the care and guidance the 
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child has while at nursery school. This measurement of parental attitudes 
required the development of a parental attitude scale, which was a 
major part of the study. In view of the unquestionable effects of 
par ental attitudes on their childr en, it was felt that any new knowledge 
that this study might contribute would be of importance . Also, expr essed 
attitudes of mothers and fathers might reflect need for more parent-
teacher communication and possibly even parent education . Nursery school 
educa tion, as used in this study, has reference to education received 
in nursery schools or preschools which have recognized educational 
programs for children between the ages of two years and five years. 
Objectives 
The objectives were: (l) to measure the atti t udes of parents 
concerning nurs e ry school education, (2) t o compare attitudes of mothers 
with those of fathers, and (3) to evalua t e the method used as a measure 
of parental attitudes. 
Hypothe s es 
(l) There is a significant difference be tween attitudes of mothers 
and fathers. 
(2) Attitudes of mothers r eflect more anxie t y about letting children 
become independent than do attitudes of fathers. 
(3) Fathers ' at titudes reflect mor e negativism toward the value 
of the nursery school experience than do the mo thers'. 
4 
(4) There is no significant different between attitudes of mothers 
and fathers conce rning care and guidance of their child ren in the nursery 
schoo l . 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
A review was made of representative studies in the fo ll owing areas: 
(l) attitudes of parents toward nursery school educa ti on , (2) effects 
of parental attitudes on children, and (3) the measurement of attitudes. 
Parental Attitudes Toward Nursery 
School Education 
Abundance of ideas and theory, but meager empirica lly verified 
knowledge, characterize the impression created by this area of study. 
Cunningham (1934) is the only empirical study fo und which deals specifi-
cally with the attitudes toward nursery schools. The sample tested was 
small, and consisted of university students studying in the fields of 
education and sociology. From the statistical treatment of the results 
of this application it was evident that the groups employed were quite 
homogeneous in regards to attitudes toward nursery schools. The students 
close ly connected with the School of Education and thus with the univer -
sity nurs ery unit, scored s l ightly high er on the attitude scale than t he 
students studying sociology. The mean score for a ll mal e subjects was 
slightly l ess than the mean score for all female subjects. There was 
noticeable congregation of scores around scale va lues 7 and 8 on the 
ll point attitude scale. The author pointed out that this may have been 
due to factors totally apart from reliability or validity of the scale. 
Predominant among these factors is the possibility that the majority of 
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persons may actually lie in these two positions in regards to their 
attitudes t oward nursery schools; the subject of nursery schools obviously 
does noL comprise as radical an issue as some moral, political, or family 
issues. These positions represent an attitude which is definitely 
favorable to nursery schools, and yet the mean score is kept down to 8 
by the endorsement of criticisms which, by their frequency of occurrence, 
are proved to be held even by persons who in gene ral are strongly in 
favor of nursery schools_ 
Read (1960) points out that in taking a child to nursery school 
each parent is undertaking a significant expe rience. The child will 
develop much more independ ence, he should develop satisfying relationships 
with other people outside his family, and he will have experiences that 
his fami l y does not share. A few parents, who own growing-up was filled 
with conflicts, may find it difficult to share with the teacher respon-
sibility for the child and what happens to him . If it has been extremely 
important to a mother to have the child dependent on her, the change 
may be difficult to accept, and it may be difficult to accept the 
child ' s liking for nursery school and readiness to leave the parents. 
Read also observed in this connection that it is often the father who is 
more in favor of sending a chi l d to nursery schoo l than the mother , a s 
the father has less of an emotional adjustment to make than does the 
mother. Also, if a mother has found the care of a young child quite 
difficult she may be reluctant t o enroll him in nursery school, be ing 
afraid of her own feeling of wanting to escape from the care of the 
child . Read states further that the difficulty a child may have in 
entering school is likely t o be directly related to the difficulty 
that the parent has in l eaving the child free to enter. 
Kleim and Ross (1965) researched the impact of kindergarten entry 
on the family . The child who goes to kindergarten for the first time 
may create (l) anticipatory tension, (2) r eac tions to separation, (3) 
value conflicts and (4) role changes for the parents. This type of 
crisis could be expected to be as difficult, and even more difficult, 
for a nursery school child . 
Phelps (1965) studied parental perception of role behavior of 
nursery school teachers . The major findings of this study were: (l) 
Those adults who perceived the teacher 's role behavior as negative 
tended to have conflicting role expectations of the teacher. (2) 
Adults perceiving the teacher positively seemed to be evaluating her on 
the basis of personal characteristics rather than expected role behavior . 
(3) Thos e adults who had little or no perceptua l change t ended to have 
some characteris tics both positive and negative. (4) The fathers 
usually produced perceptual patterns similar to those of their wives . 
(5) The relationship between the type of perception exhib it ed by adults 
and their attitudes toward family life and child behavior was inconclu-
sive. The theoretical and practical implications discussed were: (1) 
The discrepancy between the teacher's behavior and the role expectation 
of the adult students tested could be a lleviated or minimized by using 
the initial meeting of teacher and ad ult to disc uss her role in the 
nursery school and the expectations she has for the parents. (2) The 
suggestion was made that nurs ery school teachers should have a basic 
knowledge of the principles of adult psychology and learning, and the 
implications these have for adult activities . (3) Educators must over -
come the belief held by some parents that nurse r y school is only some 
place to l eave children rather than a potentially exciting educational 
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experience f or bo th the child and parent. 
An English primary school headmaster (anonymous, 1965) constructed 
an opinion poll which wa s t o produce a reflection of parental opinion 
concerning the service offered by an infant and junior school. The 
questionnaire consisted of 13 qu es tions, each having four possible 
answers. Al though this questionnaire is not appropriate for studying 
parents of American pres choolers, it is re l evant that the parents tested 
were cooperative and showed a serious and r e sponsible approach to the 
pro lem, and that teachers wer e greatly benefited oy knowing the parental 
attitudes. 
Baruch (1939) descr ibed expressed attitudes of parents who had 
children in th e Broadoaks Presc hool of Whittier College when asked why 
they sent their children t o this sc hoo l. Reasons given, over the several 
years of inquiry, were varie d but gr oup thems e lves into several rather 
well -de f ined categories: (1) Social adjustment. The larges t number of 
parents questioned sent their c hildre n to preschool for companions hip of 
other children of their own age . (2) To help overcome problems. Many 
parents turned to the preschool for he lp with problems the y could not 
so lve. (3) To prevent prob l ems from arising. Other parents felt that 
the preschool was a safeguard and promoted best development . (4) To 
relieve certain home conditions. Where there is tension or other unusual 
home conditions the preschoo l offers an outlet for the child. (5) For 
park ing purposes. It was r eported that a smal l er number of parents used 
the nursery school to have childr en out of the way. (6) For parent 
education. Frequently parents feel a need for learning to be a better 
parent. (7) Because parent and child remain better friends when not 
perpetual ly together. Parents fe lt a need for leisure and work time 
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apart from their chi ldren . (8) As a transition t o school . Many 
paren t s were sensitive to the difficulties involved in adjustme nt to 
school. (9) For intrinsic ed ucational advantages. Many parents be lieved 
the preschool offered distinct advantages and opportunities for growth. 
Reeves (1941) states that when a c hild goe s t o nurs ery school for 
the first time there is a question as t o whose adjustment is more dif-
ficult--the child 's or parents '. His going mea ns that the baby is a 
baby no longer, and that the first break in the close-knit relationship 
of dependency between child and parents has been made. This break, 
tradit ionally set at the school or kindergarten age, is now often stepped 
down t o nursery school age. Discussions with parents disclosed reas ons 
fo r sending c hildren to nurse ry school. Parents want their children t o 
learn socially approved conduct such as: t o learn t o play with other 
children, t o eat , sleep, talk, and control their bodies, t o use many 
materials, to stop stuttering, thumb-sucking, whining, crying, biting, 
hitting other children , and so on ad i n finitum . Oft en parents send 
the ir children t o nurs ery school to aid the child's step t oward freedom . 
They send them for a break from t oo c l ose association . Occasionally 
the emotiona lly rejected c hild goes t o nur sery school. Pe rhaps the 
parent wants some focus of blame i f the chi ld does not develop well. 
St enciler (1951) studied social class difference in parental atti-
tudes t oward schoo l at Grad e I level. One area researched concerned 
parental be liefs about pr eschoo ls. Since nur sery-kindergarten is not 
compulsory, a ttendance at pr esc hoo l might be interpreted as an indication 
of parental belief in education, and vice versa . Results showed that 
a child's chances of attending pre school decrease as one goes down the 
social ladder; almost 100 per cen t of upper and upper-middle class 
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families sent their children to preschool, while only 14 per cent of the 
l ower -lower class families sent theirs. The reason mos t commonly advanced 
for not sending a child to preschool was that of cost . However, results 
canno t be expla ined only in terms of the economic factor but may be due 
to differences in the way in which dif ferent social c lasses regard the 
schoo l . It seemed l ikely that some lower class families were not thoroughly 
s old on preschools but preferred to spend their mo ney in keeping with 
their particular values . Reasons given for send ing children to pre -
schools, which came mainly f rom upper and middle class families, included: 
(1) to improve soc i al adjustmen t, {2) t o prepare for f irst grade, and 
(3) kind ergarten is something one accepts withou t question these days. 
Reasons other than financi a l for not sending c hi ldre n were statements 
such as, "They ' re in school long e nough;" "I've got a kindergarten he re 
at home with two of them.' ' Whil e ther e wer e social class differences 
i n preschoo l attendance, reasons for sending or no t sending c hildre n 
showed no distinct social class trend. 
Forbes ( 1960), in a study of parental se l ec tion of schools f or 
preschoo l chi ldren, disclosed some attitudes of r e l evanc e to thi s study . 
Reasons parent s selected a school were given: (1) Parents with children 
in hal f-day pr ograms fe lt t hat the program avai l able was a n important 
criteria in their selection of a schoo l. The convenienc e of the program 
was listed by some parents as a second consideration. (2) Parents 
with c hildren in a ll-day preschool programs were most inte res t ed in the 
convenience of the school . Reas ons given for sending ch ildr en t o school 
were als o given: (1) Parents of chi ldre n in half-day schools indicated 
that the i r children were se nt t o school to prepare them for f irst 
grade and t o give them playmates of their own age . (2) Most of the 
children attending all-day schools did so because the mothers we re not 
home during the day. 
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Phe lps (l965a) studied parent perceptions of cooperative nursery 
school evening meetings . Parents who had child ren in a parent coopera-
tive nurs ery for two-year -o ld s and a nurs e ry for fo ur-year-o lds in 
Berkeley, California, we re interviewed as to their attitudes about 
eve ning pare nt education meetings. There were 53 subjects, 41 mothers 
and 12 fath e r s. Examinat ion of results i nd icated that 28 parents 
expressed dissatisfaction, while 25 pa r ents indicated they perceived 
these meet ings as benef icial. Implications of findings suggest the need 
for teachers to broaden their professional experience t o include certain 
facets of adult education . If coopera ti ve nursery teachers subsequently 
empl oyed th is special knowledge, nur se r y schoo l without a doubt would 
become more attractive to the parents. A teacher could then effect 
changes in be havior and be more instrumental in developing parental 
attitudes which are desirab le. 
Effec ts of Parental Attitud es 
on Childr en 
Swift (1964) states that the effect of the nursery experience on 
the particular child will depend upon the child's own personality , 
abiliti es, and interests. These in turn will have been shaped by 
earlier experiences in the home. Children from lower social classes 
seem t o benefit most. 
Hurloc k (1956) states that par ental attitudes play a role of major 
importanc e in dete rmining the attitudes and behavior of the child . If 
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parental attitudes changed for the better as their children grew older, 
their effect would be less serious. But parental attitudes tend to be 
persistent and to change quantitatively rather than qualitatively. Thus, 
the attitudes which affect the preschool chi ld will also shape the entire 
future of this child . Mendinnus (1959) writes that an assumption under-
lying parent attitude questionnaires is that parent at t itudes show some 
constancy over time . Other research findings argue against the notion 
of attitude constancy (Baldwin, 1946; Lasko, 1954). 
Read (1960) reports that in taking a child to nursery school, each 
parent is undertaking a significant experience. The way the mother 
really feels about sending the child to nurs ery school will have a 
profound effect on the way the child adjusts there. If she feels 
reluctant, unsure, or overanxious about his attending she hinders his 
accomplishment of the task of meeting the new experience and growing more 
independent. It is noted in this connection that children who have 
had brothers or sisters in school previously usually enter more easily 
than those who have not . If the parent has accepted school experience 
for the child, the child is likely t o find it easy t o do the same . 
Parental attitudes toward child-rearing and the family life are 
important influences on the personality developmen t of the child (Rosen, 
1955; Schaefer and Bell, 1958; Deutsch, l9 64a and 1964b). Dager (1964) 
states that personality formation has been viewed un iversally as taking 
place during the early years, which are spent primarily within the family. 
Several studies indicate a positive relationship between the per-
sonali ty of children and the persona lity of their par ent s (Crook, 1937; 
Roff, 1950; Finney, 1959). It has been pointed out that parent - child 
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resemblance is l ower in emotional characLeristics (such as introversion 
or dominance) and higher in interests, opinions, and attitudes . In fact, 
the average parent-child correlation on most attitude scales is approxi-
mately as high as on intelligence tests (Anastasi, 1958). Bandura (1963) 
confirms the significance of imitation in the personality development of 
the child. Hartup (1959) states that children imitate the like - sexed 
parent mor e oft en than the opposite-sexed parent. 
Bandura and Huston (1 961) studied identification as a proces s of 
incidental learning . The authors s tate that although part of a chi ld ' s 
socialization takes place through direct training, much of a child's 
l earned behavior is believed to be acquired through identification with 
the important adults in his life . This process has be en variously 
desc ribed as ''vicarious " learning, observational learning, and role 
taking. The learning appears to be more a res ult of active imitation 
by the child of attitudes and patte rns of behavior that th e parents have 
never directly attempted t o teach than of direc t reward and pun i.s hme nt 
of instrumental responses . The r esults of this study generally subs tan-
tiate the hypothe sis that children display a good deal o f social learning 
of an incidental imitat i ve type. 
Maier (1965) reviewed theory of Piaget, who states that identifica-
tion as a mental process becomes e vident towards the end of the child ' s 
second year. Identification in young children emerges from a combina -
tion of imitation and a sense of awe for the mode l. This sense of awe 
comes from the ch ild's continuous experience with this mode l, usually 
his parents, because they have been continuously associated wi th satis -
faction of his immediate needs and interests. 
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LeShan and LeShan (1961) point out that value orientations and 
goal setting behavior of children come directly from their parents' 
value orientations. The largest single impact on the child is related 
to what the parents are and do, rather than what they say. Frye, South, 
and Vegas (1965) agree that children tend to have orientations similar 
to those of their parents. In Western culture it would be expected that 
the mother would have more effect than the father on the child ' s orienta-
tion since the mother spends a greater amount of time with the child . 
The relative importance of the mother and father upon the child 
is of importance to this study. Peterson, et al . (1959) state that 
the r e are practically no studies that research the attitudes of fathers 
and their part in the formation of personality tendencies among children. 
A review of literature on parent - child relationships ove r the years 1929-
1956 revealed at least 169 publications dea ling with relationships between 
mothers and their children, and only 12 dealt with father-child r ela tion-
ships. This imbalance has usually been justified through r eference 
to an assumption that mothers play a more important part than fathers 
in the development of the child personality. Levy ' s (1943, p. 3) state-
ment is typica l: " I t is generally accepted that the most poten t of all 
influences on social behavior is derived from the social experience of 
the mother. " Maier (1965) reviewed works of Sears, who places great 
emphasis on the importance of the mother 's role in the child ' s person-
ality development . Until around the age of four years, when boys are 
encouraged to switch identification t o the fa ther, the mother is the 
significant person in the lives of both girls and boys. Pete rson, et 
al . (1959) evaluated the validity of this assumption through examina -
tion of both parents and assessment of their relative i nfluence on t he 
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behavior of children. They feel that probably the most s ignificant 
finding to come from this study i s that the att itudes of fathers are 
at least as intimately related as maternal attitudes to the occurrence 
and form of behavior in children. Thus, there is r eason to believe that 
the emphasis in this effect is not as one -sided as it previous l y a ppear ed 
(Read, 1945; Bowlby, 1951; Swewll, 1952; Miller and Swanson, 1958; 
Glidewell, 1961; Grant and Kantor, 1961). Fathers ought to be given 
more r esearch attention and education or therapy concerning child 
relations. Nash (1965), after an ex t ensive review of literature, found 
a relative lack of studies of the father and his r ole . It is concluded 
that r elative neglect of the father by various researchers may have 
distorted the significance of the impact of the father on a c hild's 
development . 
Measurement of Attitudes 
Yarrow states that: 
Even most charitab l y, research in parent-
child r e lations cannot be viewed as a field in 
which methodology is exemplary and in which 
evidence is firm and consistent. But even most 
critically or despairingly, this field cannot 
be dismiss ed as unimportant in behavioral or 
developmental theory. Despite or becaus e of 
these facts, how parents bring up their 
children and how par enta l characteristics are 
infused into child pe rsonality are questions 
that continue to inspire research. (Yarrow, 
1963, p. 215) 
Evid ence of great interest in parent-child relations is seen in the 
number of attitude scales constructed t o assess child - oriented parental 
attitudes (Champney, 1939; Shoben, 1949; Porter, 1954; Highberger, 1955; 
Schaefer and Bell, 1958; Lehner, 1960; Pumroy , 1966). The standard 
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techniques of scale construction ar e r epor t ed in several sources (Thur-
stone and Chave , 1929; Likert, 1932; Stouffer, Guttman, Suchman, 
Lazarsfeld, Star, and Clausen, 1950; Green, 1954). 
Brown (1942) and Be ll (1958) point out problems inherent in 
attempting to assess parental attitudes. Hoffman and Lippitt (1960) 
d iscuss methodological problems of studying the family and the child. 
Nye and Baye r (1963) reviewed 456 studies published between 1947 
and 1961 which indicated that the qu es tionnair e technique of data 
gathering has dominated family res earch in recent years. The question-
naire was the instrument used in over half of all the published studies, 
with no ot her technique close to it. Becker and Krug (1965) state 
that questionnaire approaches to the assessment of parent attitudes have 
offered the enticing prospect of finding more effic ient and economical 
methods for data collection in de ve lopmental r e search. 
Cunningham (1934) designed a scale t o measure attitudes toward 
nursery school. The author const ructe d a baseline representing the 
whole range of attitudes from th ose expr essing the strongest appr ecia-
ti on of nursery schools t o those most str ong ly opposed t o th em. In 
this way, ordinate numbers along the intervening sca l e points were 
theore tically measures of the popularity of eac h item. Attitudes were 
measured insofar as they wer e represented by verbal expression. Sincer-
ity, thruthfulness, and conduct as related to expressed attitudes were 
not determined. The first step in the construction of the scale con-
sisted of collecting 175 statements of o pinion concerning nursery 
schoo l s from sources of literature, written sta tements gathered from 
various people interested in child development, and from random remarks 
from conversation. An attitude scale of ll intervals was used . In 
assigning scal e posit ions for the statement, 100 pe rsons from the 
education de partment of the University of Michigan were asked to assign 
scale values t o each statement. Tabul ations of r e turn s we r e made, 
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ambiguous statements were eliminated, and a fina l fo r m was devised. 
Determinatio n of the subject ' s a t titude toward nursery schoo ls was 
accomplished by computing t he mean scale value of all the statements 
which he e ndors ed . 
The above literature reviewed representative studie s in the areas 
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of pare ntal attitudes t oward nursery sc hool education, effec ts of parental 
attitudes on children, and the measurement of attitudes. The following 
summary points were revea l ed by the review: Parental attitudes toward 
nursery schools appear t o be fa vorabl e , despite e ndors ement of certain 
criticisms. Attitudes may be mixed; taking a c hild t o nursery school 
is a significant experience for each parent, and may actually be a kind 
of crisis as the child ga ins his first independence. Parental perception 
of role behavior of nu rsery s choo l t eac hers is not always positive; 
parent- t e acher communicatio ns might alleviate or minimize discrepancies. 
Parents appear to be cooperative subjects when tested concerning atti-
tudes, and t eachers may be great ly benefited by the resulting knowledge. 
Parents ' attitudes are refl ec t ed in reasons given f or sed ning chi ldren 
to nursery school: for social ad justment, to help overcome or prevent 
problems, to gain independence, to r e lieve home conditi ons, for parking 
pur poses, for parent education, to provide a break from perpetual parent-
chi l d association, as a transition t o school, for educational pur poses, 
as a release f rom parental r es pons ibilities . Upper and middle class 
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parents d is play mor e favorab l e a tt itudes toward nur sery schoo l than do 
lowe r class parents . Parental perceptions of cooperative nur sery school 
par en t educa tio n meetings indicated much dissat isfaction; implications 
suggest a need for teachers ' specia l knowl edge of parents and par ent 
education . 
Parenta l attitudes play a role of major importance in de termining 
the attitudes and behavior of the child. It is believed that parents' 
attitudes about the nurs ery school will significantly effect the child's 
adjustment ther e . Studies point out a positive relationsh i p between 
parents' and child ' s personality. Imitat ion and id ent i fication signi fi -
cantly i nfluence pers onality development. Children develop value orien-
tations simi lar t o t he ir parents' . The mo ther i s most often thought o f 
as having the more important part in the development of the child ' s 
personalit y , but the father ' s place must not be underestimated . 
There have been many attitud e scales constructed to ass e ss child-
or iented parental at titudes. Review of these and other writings r e veal 
methodo l ogy employed and problems encoun t er ed in t es ting parenta l atti-
tudes. The quest ionna ire a ppr oach has been widely used and seems to be 
an e ffe ctive way to assess a ttitudes. The meth od of cons truction of the 
one existing scal e t o measu r e attitudes t oward nursery schools was 
pres ented. 
The re wer e virtually no empirical studies of parental attitude s 
concern ing nurs ery school education , but ther e we r e writings demons trat-
ing interest in the area, and the importance of knowledge concerning 
parental attitudes. In view of the unquestionab le effects of parental 
attitudes on t he c hild and his adj ustme nt, and the lack of empirical 
r e s earc h in the area of paren tal atti tudes toward nursery school, it is 
felt that this study will begin to fill a gap in this area of child 
development re search . Th i s study, in addition to measuring parental 
attitudes, compares th e attitudes of mothers wi th those of fathers. 
The use of fathers in the sample is important because of the scarcity 
of r e search in chi l d development where fathers have been s tudied as 
compared with mothers. The present st udy a l so makes a contribution t o 
me thodo l ogy, as a scale was constructed to assess th e subjec ts' atti-
tudes concerning certain aspects of nursery schoo l education. 
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CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURE 
The method and procedure followed in conduct ing this study is 
described as fol l ows: (1) selection of the subjec ts, (2) description 
of the instrument, (3) measurement of reliability, (4) measurement of 
validity, (5) personal background sheet, (6) administration of the 
questionnaire, and (7) treatment of the data. 
Selection of the Subjects 
The subjects were chosen from among the parents whose children 
attended the Utah State University child development laboratory during 
Spring Quarter, 1968. The sample consisted of a systematic random 
sample of all parents who had children i n the East and West labs of the 
Utah State University nursery school. The samp le was drawn from the 
alphabetical list of parents whose children were attending the nursery 
school la bs. There were 40 married couples comprising the 80 s ubj ec ts 
interviewed. These 40 husband-wife units were considered to be repre-
sentative of midd l e and upper-middle class parents of children who 
attend the nur sery school at Utah State University, Logan, Utah. 
It was assumed at the beginning of this study that the subjects 
would be cooperative in the project since participation in r esearch is 
one of the purposes of the Child Development laboratory at Utah State 
University. This proved to be true. 
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Description of the Instrument 
A scale fo r measurement of parental attitudes was developed to 
meet the needs of this s tud y . The first step in develop i ng a scale for 
measuring parental attitudes was to select areas of concern toward which 
parents might be expected to have definite feelings . Three areas were 
select ed which seemed t o be typically ones of concern: (1) a child's 
dependenc e or independence, (2) the value of the nursery school exper -
ience for the child, and (3) the care and guidance a child has at nursery 
school. Although these are areas of conce rn, there are indications that 
parents react to them with a variety of attitudes. 
Dependency was selected because entrance into nursery school is 
usually the first major step that the preschool child takes toward 
independence from the family. This might be difficult for both parent 
and child. 
The va lue of the nursery school was selected as a major area of 
concern to be eva luated because, rightfully, most parents try t o do what 
is best for their children. Parents are aware of the importance of 
providing oppor tunity for growth of healthy, well-adjusted children. 
The majority of the scale was concerned with this area. 
Care and guidance of a child while at nursery school was selected 
because of the concern common to a ll parents over their children ' s 
safety and well-being while not a t home. 
The second step in developing the scale was t o list a variety of 
possible parenta l attitudes and reactions toward the three selected areas 
of concern to be used as sca l e items. The third step was to have four 
professionals from Utah State University examine the list of possible 
scale items with regard to speci f ic criteria and then accept, reject, 
revise, or add to the items. More description of this procedure will 
appear later in this chapter. 
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The completed scale was a series of items reflecting attitudes: 
ll in the area of dependency, 24 in the area of value of the nursery 
school experience, and 13 in the area of care and guidance. Items 
from the three areas were mixed in the questionnaire in order to avoid 
obvious disclosure of the attitudes they wer e testing. Sub jects were 
to respond by circling "Agree, " 11 Disagree," or "Undecided" for each item. 
Some items were negative and some positive. They reflected varying 
degrees of opinion, from mild to extreme. 
Reliability 
Reliability was determined by test-retest. Eight couples (8 
fathers and 8 mothers) were selected, in a systematic random fashion, 
to be interviewed. The couples were s e lected from the same lists used 
in selecting the 80 subjects of the actual study, excluding those 80 
subjects. Appointments for interviews with the subjects were made by 
telephone, and the scale was administered to uoth parents at the same 
time in the home. This assured an independent measure of attitudes, 
as mothers and fathers filled out the questionnaires without collaborat-
ing. Tentative appointments for the retest were made at the time of the 
first interview, were conf irmed later by telephone, and were conducted 
from 7 to 10 days following the original interview; the subjects were 
asked to r espond again t o the same questionnaire used for the first 
interview. The results were examined for consistency over time, by 
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measuring the percentage of agreemen t of questionnaire answers from each 
subject's origina l and second interview . The measure of reliability was 
found to be 83.63 pe r cent. 
Validity 
Validity of the scale was examined as follows: Four professionals 
from Utah State University in the departments of psychology, education, 
sociology, and child developme nt evaluated possible scale items with 
regard t o specific criteria . A list of possible scale items had pre-
viously been compiled by the investiga t or and the major professor fo r 
this study. The four professionals were each given the list of suggested 
items and instructions for evaluating them, several days before the 
meeting of this committee. At the time of the meeting, the professionals 
were instructed to accept, rej ec t, or revis e each it em on the basis of: 
(1) Appropriateness to the theoretical construct (Is this item r e lated 
to the framework of the study?) (2) Validity (Does this item test the 
attitude it is intended t o test?) (3) Appropria te wording (Is this 
item worded so as not t o make an answer obvious?) (4) Singularity of 
purpose (Does this item test on l y one concept or attitude?). Three of 
the four judges were required to be in agreement i n order for an item 
to be accepted for us e in the scale. Additional items suggested by the 
professionals were also incorporated into the scale . The resulting 
scale was comprised of 48 items: 34 items from the list of possibl e 
scale items were revised and us ed, 9 were accepted in the original form, 
1 item was rejected from the scale, and 5 new items were added by the 
committee (see Appendix). 
Personal Background Information 
A background information sheet was included for the purpose of 
acquiring information needed in interpreting the data. This included 
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the fol l owing: sex, year of birth, occupation, educa tion completed, 
number of children , position in the family of the child attending nursery 
school at the time of the study, the subject's birthplace (in reference 
to population size), and which parent was responsible for initiating the 
necessary response for the child's attending nursery school (see Appendix). 
Administration of the Questionnaire 
Appointments for interviews wi t h the subjects were made by tele-
phone. The investigator administered the questionnaire in the home with 
both parents present at once, to prevent col laboration in answering. 
Subjects were instructed to fill out the background information sheet, 
then work through the items as quickly as possible since first impres-
sions tend to be the most accurate measures of attitudes. 
Analysis of the Data 
Persona l background information was tabulated, means were figured, 
and a table was prepared to present a summary of the data. The Mann-
Whitney U test was used to test whether or not two samples had been 
drawn from the same population. Scores were figured for each subject, 
and the mean scores were computed. The total number of appropriate, 
undecided, and inappropria t e responses were tabulated for mothers 
and fathers, and chi square was used to test whether or no t the scale 
significantly discriminated between th e upper and lower scoring subjects . 
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An item analysis tested each individual item to see whether or not they 
significantly discriminated between the upper and lower scoring indivi-
duals. Responses of mothers and fathers, concerning th e four hypo theses, 
were analyzed using chi square to see if there was a significant dif-
f erence between the attitudes of mothers and fathers . Descriptive 
statistics were utilized to describe other facets of the study. 
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CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS 
Description of the Subjects 
The sample for the present study consisted of 40 husband-wife units. 
The criteria used in se l ec t ing the subjects was that they were parents 
of children who attended the East or West labs of the Utah State Univer-
sity nursery school during Spring Quarter, 1968. 
The mean age of the mothers was 30.3 years , f or the fathers it 
was 32.8. The sample appeared to be well educated, and occ upations of 
the pare nts were in th e ski lled and pr ofessional categories. The mea n 
number of children in the families of the couples was 3.2. The mean 
pos ition in the family of the child attending nursery schoo l was 2.4. 
Most of the subjects were from sma ll po pu la t ion areas. Both parents 
wer e re sponsible, in most cases , for putting the child in nurs e ry 
school. Background information of the s ubj ec ts is presented in Table l . 
The Mann -Whitney U t es t was used t o t es t whether two indepe ndent 
groups had been drawn from the same population. The U score which was 
derived from this ana l ysis was transformed t o a z score, since n2 was 
larger than 20. The z score was no t significan t at t he . 05 l eve l. 
Hence , it was assumed that th e two groups, mothers and fathers, had 
similar distributions, and repr esented the same population. 
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Table 1 . Background info rmation of the subj ec t s 
Mot hers Fa the rs 
N-40 N-40 
Age 22-25 6 4 
26-30 13 
31-35 17 15 
36-40 4 ll 
41-43 0 
X 30.3 32.8 
Occupat ion Unskilled 0 0 
Skilled 2 l3 
Profes sional 6 19 
Housewife 30 0 
Student 8 
Educa ti on High schoo l 10 5 
1-3 years college 16 4 
Bachel or' s degree 10 12 
Graduate wo rk 3 19 
Number of 
children 4 
2-3 24 
4-5 9 
6+ 3 
X 3.2 
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Table 1. Continued 
Mothers Fathers 
N=40 N=40 
Position in 1st 16 (1 set of twins) 
the family of 
the child 2nd and 3rd 17 (1 set of twins) 
attending 
nursery school 4th + 
X 2.4 
Birthplace Farm 15 12 
(size) 
Less than 2,500 people 12 10 
2,500-50,000 9 11 
50,000 and larger 4 
Pa r ent Both 23 20 
responsible 
for enrolling Mother 15 19 
the child in 
nursery school Father 
The Subjects' Responses 
Examination and scor ing of the subjects' responses t o the scale 
items revealed the following findings: The total group of 80 subj ects 
answered 2,796 appropriate responses, 543 undec ided responses, and 501 
inappropriate responses. A chi square analysis, which compared the 
upper one-four th and l ower one-fourth scoring subjects, produced a chi 
square value of 110.88 was significant at the .001 level. Table 
presents the data concerning r espons es of the high and low scoring 
subjects. 
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Table 2. Number of high and low scoring s ubj ects ' r esponses judged as 
appropriate, undecided, or inappropriate 
Appropriate Undecided Inappropriate 
answers answers answers 
Upper one - fuurth 
scoring subjects 785 114 61 
Lower one -fourth 
scoring subjects 588 180 192 
x2 = 110.88 (P. = .001) 
The 40 mothers answered 1423 appropriate responses, 241 undecided 
responses, and 256 inappropriate responses. When these frequencies were 
submitted to chi square analysis, a chi square value of 52.5 was derived, 
which was signif icant at t he .001 level. Table 3 shows the data concern-
ing r esponses of the high and low scoring mothers . 
The 40 fathers answered 1373 appropriate responses, 302 undecided 
r esponses and 245 inappropriate responses. When these frequencies were 
submitted to chi s quare analysis, a chi square value of 59.24 was derived, 
which was significant at the .001 level. Data concerning respons es of 
high and low scoring fathers are presented in Table 4 . 
An item analysis was made using a chi square test on each item in 
th e scale t o determine if there was a relati onship between obtaining 
a high or low score on the scale, and the individual items. The mother 
and father ratings were treated separately and the upper and lower 
quartiles were used to make the analysis. There were 7 items which 
discriminated between high and l ow scores with the mothers, and 5 with 
the fathers. Results from the item analysis are presented in Table 5, 
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Table 3. Number of high and low scoring mothers' responses judged as 
appropriate, undecided, or inappropriate 
Appr opriate Undecided Inappropriate 
answers answers answers 
Upper one - fourth 
scoring mothers 399 51 30 
Lower one -fourth 
scaring mothers 308 73 99 
x2 = 52.5 (P. . 001) 
Table 4. Number of high and low scoring fathers' responses judged as 
appropriate, undecided, or inappropriate 
Appropriate Undecided Inappropriate 
answers answers answers 
Upper one -f ourth 
scaring fathers 386 63 31 
Lower one - fourth 
scoring fathers 280 107 93 
x2 = 59.24 (P. .001) 
In summary, when the total number of scale items was analyzed 
together, the scale significantly discriminated between the high and 
low scoring subjects. However, an it em analysis indicated that few 
of the individual scale items discriminated significantly between high 
and low scoring subjects. 
Throughout the investigation and analysis the scores were treated 
separately for mothers and fathers. For each of the 48 items appropriate 
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Tab l e 5. Item analysis of scale items 
Level of sign if ic ance 
Item Mo the r s Fathers 
l. Nur sery schoo l , to a degree, r ef lects how 
our society pampe r s childre n. 
2. Learning independ ence is a desirable 
ou tcome of the nurs e r y schoo l experie nc e . 
3 . A drawback to the nurs ery schoo l is that 
it does not teach the child t o play a l one . 
4 . The nursery school broadens the child's 
exper i ence i n a desirable way. 
5. Responsibility can be taught better in the 
home than in the nurs ery school. 
6. Through the nursery schoo l the chi ld l earns 
t o cooperate with o the rs . 
7. Children are better off staying at home until 
the a ge when public school begins. 
8 . Mos t childr en can profit by nursery sc hool . 
9. Discip lining of ch ildre n should be left up 
to parents, not done by nursery school 
teachers. 
10. When a large group of children are t oge ther 
in the nursery school, they l earn objec tion-
able habits from each others. 
11. Nur sery school educa t ion ref l ects an "educa-
tiona l f rill" of a well - to-do society. 
12. Nurs ery sc hoo ls he lp childr en i n making 
social adj us t ments . 
13. Children t his age are too young t o be away 
from their mothers for the length of the 
nurse ry schoo l period. 
14. Nursery schoo l teachers can help childr en 
to e liminate undesirable habi t s. 
15. Nursery school is a helpful transition 
from the home t o th e public sc hoo l. 
16. Going to nursery schoo l is a wa y for a 
child to catch all kinds of illnesses. 
17. Nurse ry schools stimulate inte llectual 
grow th . 
18. A child's safety at nursery sc hoo l is to 
be qu estioned--the t eac her can't watch 
everyone at once. 
19. Nurse ry schoo l give s pare nts an opportuni t y 
t o talk abou t "children11 with o ther intereste d 
adu l ts. 
20. There ar e more chances for socia l learning 
at nur se r y s choo l than in a neighborhood 
with friends. 
21 . The child in the nursery school r eceive s 
less help than he does at home . 
n. s . 
n.s. 
n. s. 
n.s. 
.05 
n. s . 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n .s. 
.05 
n . s . 
n .s. 
n. s. 
n . s. 
n.s. 
n. s. 
n.s. 
n .s . 
n . s . 
.02 
n. s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n .s . 
.05 
n.s. 
n . s . 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n. s. 
n .s. 
n . s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n. s. 
n .s. 
n. s . 
n . s. 
n.s . 
n. s. 
n .s . 
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Table 5. Cont i nued 
Leve l of significance 
Item Mothers Fathers 
22. Nursery school t eac hers can help prevent 
problems better than parents can , because 
of the ir objective view of the child. .05 
23. Nursery school has become a pres tige 
experience in America . n.s. 
24. A child should have time to " be a child" 
befor e he is placed in or ganized preschool 
experiences. n .s . 
25. The nurs e r y school provides more opportunities 
for l earning than does the home. .001 
26 . Parents and children will r emain be tt er 
friends when not pe rpetually t oge ther . n.s. 
27. Some of the best opportunities for t ea ching 
in the nursery school occur in the t o ile ting 
situation . . 02 
28. The child learns little for fu ture use--
just "nursery school s tu ff. " n.s. 
29 . If both parents were working, it is pre-
ferable to leave the child with someone he 
knows (neighbors or rela tives) rather than 
send him to a nursery school. n. s. 
30. An aim of nurs er y school should be t o 
educate parents a s well as chi ldren. n . s. 
31. The freedom a child has i n nursery schoo l 
encourages him to "run wild" at home. n . s . 
32. Teachers should be expecteci t o conform t o 
r equests from parents as t o their childr en's 
partici pation in nurs ery school activities. n.s. 
33. Regular attendance at nurse ry school for a 
child who is enrolled is not necessary . n .s . 
34 . Nursery school activities have a t endency 
t o e ngage boys in "sissy" activities. n. s. 
35. It is difficult for a par ent t o accept his 
child's showing affection t o other adults, 
such as a nursery school t e acher. n.s. 
36. Nursery school experience is a des irable one 
for e ve ry child in our soc i ety. . 02 
37. It is hard for preschool children to go 
to nursery school because they s till f ee l 
so dependent on their mothe rs and fathers. n. s. 
38. Teacher-parent conferences are unnecessary 
at the nursery school l eve l. n.s. 
39 . Lax discipline in the nurs e r y school 
crea tes additional pr obl ems for par ents . n.s . 
40. If a child wants t o stay home f rom nurse r y 
school with th e family some days, he should 
be a llowed to do so. n.s. 
.01 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s . 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
.05 
n .s. 
n . s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s . 
n. s. 
.01 
n.s. 
n .s . 
n. s . 
n. s. 
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Table 5. Continued 
Leve l of significance 
Item Mothe r s Fathers 
41. Nur sery school may make children discontent 
with what they have a t home. 
42. Nursery schools seem chaotic and unorganized . 
43 . Nur sery school provides time for children 
away from the family, which they s hou ld have. 
44. Nur sery schoo l exper i ence will make it more 
d i fficult for the child to be adequately 
s timulated in kinder garten . 
45. If a chi ld makes a fuss when left at 
nur se r y school the parent shou l d stay 
until he is no longer needed. 
46. The chi ld who comes from a stab l e middle -
c l ass background doesn 't need a nursery 
schoo l expe rie nce. 
47. The childr en who need nurs ery school for 
social contacts are the ones who don 't 
benef i t from it, because the situation makes 
them more shy. 
48. Childre n need not attend nursery school if 
there are siblings at home with whom they 
can play. 
n.s. 
n . s. 
n. s. 
n.s . 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
.01 
n.s . 
n.s . 
n. s . 
n.s . 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
responses were assigned a score of 2, und ecided answers were a ssigned a 
score of 1, and inappropriate r esponses were given no score. Responses 
were judged as appropriate if they favored the nursery school expe rience, 
inappropria te if they reflected some reservations concerning an aspect 
of the nursery school experie nce. The tota l score for a subject was 
acquire d by addition of the scores for eac h of the 48 items. 
Scores ranged from 88 t o 55 ( the h igher numbers being more appropriate), 
with a mean of 76.8 and median of 78. Mothers ' scores ranged f r om 88 to 
55, with a mean of 77.4 and median of 78. Fa thers ' ranged f r om 87 to 62, 
with a mean o f 76.2 and median of 78. The scores of mothers and fathers 
dif fe red very l it tle, the mothers ' be ing somewhat higher than the 
fathers' . 
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The First Hypothesis 
The first hypothesis stated was: There is a significant difference 
between attitudes of mothers and fathers toward nursery school education. 
This hypothesis was supported by the findings. The chi square value of 
10 .19, which was derived when comparing the total number of responses 
given by mothers and fathers, was significant at the .01 level. Table 
6 shows th e data concerning comparison of mothers' and fathers' responses. 
The findings concerning scores of subjects seem to be in conflict 
with the above data concerning the difference between attitudes of mothers 
and fathers. The subjects' scores indicated very little difference be-
tween mothers and fathers, whi l e a chi square comparing the two groups 
was significant at the .01 level. This conflict can be minimized in 
terms of the size of sample and the scale items; the size of the sample 
(80), the number of scale items (48), and the number of possible responses 
(3) make it possible for small differences to become apparent when chi 
square analysis is used. Thus, the properties of the chi square cest 
could make possible a distortion of the data. 
Table 6. Number of mothers' and fathers' responses judged as appropriate, 
undecided, or inappropriate 
Appropriate Undecided Inappropriate 
answers answers answers 
Mothers' responses 1,423 241 ~6 
Fathers' responses 1,373 302 245 
x2 = 10 .19 (P . . 01) 
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The Second Hypothesis 
The second hypothesis stated that: Attitudes of mothers r efl ec t 
more anxiety about l etting childre n be c ome independent than do attitudes 
of fathers. Scale items numbered 2, 7, 13, 21, 24, 29, 35, 37, 40, 43, 
and 45 tested attitudes concerning the child ' s independence (see 
Appendix) . This hypothesis was not supported by the findings. Table 
7 presents data concerning comparison of attitudes of mothers and 
fathers t oward a child's independence as it relates to nurs ery schoo l 
attendance . 
There was little diffe r ence between attitudes expr essed by the two 
groups . Both mothers and fa thers appeared to support a child's ind e -
pende nce as it relates to going to nursery school . The chi square of 
3.4 was not significant at the . 05 l eve l. 
The Th i rd Hypothesis 
Th~ third hypothesis stated was: Fa thers ' attitudes ref l ec t more 
negativism t oward the value of t he nursery sc hoo l experie nce than do the 
Tabl e 7 . Comparison of attitudes of mothers and fa ther s concerning 
child 's independence or de pendence as it relates to nursery 
school 
Appropriate Undecided Inappropriate 
answe rs answers answers 
Mothers 313 57 70 
Fathers 302 76 62 
x2 3.4 (n.s . ) 
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mothers'. Scale items numbered 1, 3, 4, 6, 8 , 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 17, 
20, 23, 25, 28, 30, 33, 36, 38, 41, 44, 46, 47, and 48 tested attitudes 
concerning the value of the nursery school experience (see Appendix). 
This hypothesis was not supported by the findings. Table 8 shows data 
pertaining to the value parents assign to the nursery school experience. 
These data, as presented in Table 8, reveal very little difference 
between att itudes of mothers and fathers. Both gro ups appear to attach 
substantial value to the nursery school experience. The chi square 
value of 2.52 was not significant at the .05 level. 
The Fourth Hypothesis 
The final hypothesis sta ted was: There is no significant dif-
ference between attitud es of mothers and fathers concerning care and 
guidance of their children in the nurs ery sc hool. Scale items 5, 9, 
16, 18, 19, 22, 26, 27, 31, 32, 34, 39, and 42 tested attitudes concern -
ing the child 's care and guidance while at nursery school (see Appendix). 
Table 9 presents data relating to parent a l attitudes toward a child ' s 
care and guidance while at nursery schoo l . 
Table 8. Comparison of attitudes of mothers and fathers concerning the 
value of the nursery school experience for the chi ld 
Appropriate Undecided Inappropriate 
answers answers answers 
Mothers 774 102 84 
Fathers 758 124 78 
x2 ~ 2 . 52 (n. s.) 
Table 9. Comparison of attitudes of mothers and fathers concerning 
care and guidance of the child at nursery school 
Appropriate Undecided Inappropriate 
answers answers answers 
Mothers 336 82 102 
Fathers 313 102 105 
2 3.04 (n.s.) X 
There was very little difference between mothers' and fathers' 
attitudes in this area . Both groups seemed to approve, with some re-
servations, the care and guidance a child has while at nursery school. 
The chi square of 3.04 was not significant at the .05 level. This 
hypothesis is held tenable. 
Summary of Findings 
(1) When the total number of scale items was analyzed together, 
the scale significantly discriminated be tween the high and low scoring 
subjects . The chi square value derived was 110.88 and was significant 
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at the .001 level. Analysis of the total number of high and low scoring 
mothers' responses to scale items yielded a chi square value of 52.5, 
which was significant at the .001 level. When the total number of 
fathers' resp onses to scale items was analyzed, it was found that the 
scale discriminated between the high and low scoring fathers, as the 
chi square value of 59.24 was significant at the .001 level. However, 
an item analysis indicated that f ew of the individual scale items dis-
criminated significantly between high and low scoring subjects. There 
were 7 items which discriminated between high and low scores with the 
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mothers, and 5 with the fathers. 
(2) Findings revealed that, when the total ratings of al l items 
were analyzed together, there is a significant difference between atti-
tudes of mothers and attitudes of fathers toward the three aspects of 
nur sery school education t ested. However, when parental attitudes con-
cerning the three different areas were analyzed separately, the findings 
were that: 
(a) Attitudes of mothers do not relfect more anxie t y about l e tting 
children become independent than do attitudes of fathers; the attitudes 
expressed by the two groups were similar. 
(b) Attitudes of fathers do not reflect significantly more 
negativism toward the value of the nurs e ry school experience than do 
attitudes of mo thers; the attitudes expr essed were similar. 
(c) Attitudes of mothers and fathers were similar concerning the 
care and g uidance a child receives while at nursery school. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 
This study sought t o measure and compare the attitudes of middle 
class mothers and fathers toward nursery schoo l education. Subjects 
were parents of children attending the Utah State University nursery 
school during Spring Quarter, 1968. Attitudes measured concerned 
several aspects of nursery school education: the value of the nursery 
school for a child, a child's independence or dependence as it relates 
to nursery school, and the care and guidance a child has while a t 
nursery school. This measurement of parental at titudes required the 
development of a parental attitude scale, which was a major part of the 
study. The hypotheses examined were: (l) There is a significant dif-
ference between attitudes of mothers and fathers . (2) Attitudes of 
mothers reflect mor e anxiety about letting children become independent 
than do attitudes of fathers. (3) Fathers' attitudes reflect more 
negativism toward the value of the nursery school experience than do the 
mothers' . (4) There is no significant difference between attitudes of 
mothers and fa thers concerning care and guidance of their children in 
the nursery school. 
The sample consisted of a systematic random sample of all parents 
who had chi ldren in the East and West labs of the Utah State University 
nursery school. There were 40 married couples comprising the 80 subj ects 
interviewed. The scale developed for measuring parental attitude s 
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consisted of 48 items , to which the subj e cts responded "Agree ," "Dis-
agree, 11 or "Undecid ed ." During the developmen t of the sca l e, checks 
were made of r eliability a nd validity of the scale items. Re liability 
was determined by test-retest, and was found to be 83.63 per cent . 
Validity of the scale was examined by professionals from Utah State 
University, who evaluated possib l e scale items with r egard t o specific 
crit eria . A background information shee t was included in the ques -
tionnaire. Interviews by t he investigator we re conduc t ed i n the home 
with both parents pres ent at once, t o prevent collaboration in answering. 
The data were analyzed thr ough use of chi square, Mann-Whitney U 
t es t, and var ious descriptive measures. Parental attitudes were defin-
itely favorable toward nur sery school e ducation; possible scores could 
vary from 0-96, and the mean scor es for mothers and fa thers were 77.4 
and 76.2 respec tively . Findings r evea l ed that, when the total r a tings 
o f all items were ana l yzed t ogether, there i s a significant difference 
between attitudes of mo ther s and attitudes of fathers t oward the three 
a s pects of nurs er y school e duc ation tested. However, when parental 
attitudes concerning the three diffe rent areas were analyzed separately, 
the findin gs were that: (l) Attitudes of mothers do not reflect more 
anxie ty about letting child r e n become independent than do attitudes of 
fathers; the attitudes expressed were similar. (2) Attitudes of fathers 
do no t reflect significant ly more negativism toward the value of the 
nurs er y school experience than do attitudes of mothers; the attitudes 
exp r essed were s imilar. ( 3) Attitudes of mothers and fathers were 
similar concern ing th e car e a nd g uidance a c hild rec eives while at 
nursery school. 
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When the total number of scale items was analyzed together, the scale 
significantly discriminat ed between the high and low scoring subjects. 
However, an item analysis indicated that few of the individual scale 
items discriminated significantly between high and low scoring subjects. 
Discussion 
It has been observed by the investigator that the scope of the 
study might be expanded to test parents who have not enrolled their 
chi l dren in nursery schools. Parents who do not send their children to 
nursery school may have attitudes that differ from those of parents 
whose children do attend. This was a study and comparison of a group 
of parents who have demonstrated an interest in nursery schools, as 
measured by a child enrolled in such. Since no other studies have been 
done which were similar to this one, and a measuring device had to be 
constructed for the study, it was felt that the scope of the study would 
be too broad if it also included assessment of parental attitudes of 
those whose children do not attend nurs e ry schoo l s. A study including 
a comparison of pare nts who have a child enro ll ed and a group who do 
not would be an appropriate area for further study utilizing the scale 
developed for this stud y. 
In genera l, parental attitudes were found to be definitely favor-
a ble toward nursery school education. These findings parallel those of 
Cunningham (1934) who pointed out the possibility that the majority of 
persons may actually have favorable attitudes about nursery schools, 
as th e subject of nursery education obviously does not comprise as 
radical an issue as many other issues of our times. Also , examination 
of the subjects' backgr ound information shows that this group of parents 
is particularly well educated; they could logically be expected to 
have favorable attitudes towar d a nurs ery sc hool program . 
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Examination o f the data r evea l e d a significant difference be tween 
attitudes of mothers and fathers, whe n t he total numbe r of scale it ems 
were ana lyzed together . This conf l ic t s with the findings that mothers' 
and fathers 1 scores are very simi l ar. Pe rhaps th e differences between 
the two groups are not as significant as they appear to be, but rather 
are over - emphasized by the use of chi square analys is. It appears that 
differing attitudes may be produc t s of variables other than the sex of 
the subject (such as educational level, age , or numbe r of children) . 
It is interes ting t o no t e in this connection that the scores of husband-
wife units appeared t o be somewhat similar . 
Mot hers scored slightly higher, on t he whole, than did the fat hers, 
though this diffe rence was not significant for any particular hypoth esis . 
This tre nd is in the expect ed direction, since most mothers spend more 
time ;n child care than d o fa the r s, and so should be more knowledgeable 
in the area. 
An item analysis of the i ndividual scale items indica ted that very 
f ew dis cr iminated sign ificantly be tween h igh and l ow scoring subjects . 
Howe ver, a chi square analysis of the r e sponses given by all s ubj ec ts 
i n the upper and lower one-f ourth of the scorers, was found to be signi-
ficant at the . 001 level. Use of a larger and more diversi f i e d sample 
wou ld undoubtedly r eveal a greater number of scale items which could 
discriminate significantly. 
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Implications 
The fol l owing implications pertain to testing of parental attitudes: 
(1) The scale used in this study was developed in the hope of 
gaining furthe r understanding of an area of parental attitudes. The 
significance of the effects of parental attitudes on children has been 
demonstrated by many researchers, and calls for further research . 
(2) In order to test parental attitudes toward nursery school 
education, there is a need for better measurement techniques. Although 
there has been considerab l e writing which implies th e value of nursery 
sch ool education, there has been a scarcity of empirical studies on this 
topic. There were no empirical studies of parental attitudes concerning 
the nursery school. 
(3) This study has demonstrated that parental attitudes toward 
nursery school can be measured and assessed with a certain degree of 
success. 
(4) further re finement of the scale developed for this sluuy 
might produce more accurate and significant findings. 
(5) An imp lication for further research relates to the scope of 
the sample used. It is recommended that further studies be conducted 
to compare attitudes of parents whose children do attend nursery school 
with those who do not. Also, a comparison of attitudes of parents from 
differing social classes would be helpful in disclosing various atti-
tudes held in regard to nursery school programs . 
(6) It is recommended that further studies be conducted t o assess 
the effect of various background factors (such as age , education, atti-
tudes of s pouse, etc.) on attitudes of parents. This would appear t o 
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be especially important in lieu of the fact that negligible differences 
in the attitudes of mothers and fathers existed in t h is s tudy. 
The practical implications relate to nursery schoo l philosophy 
and practice . Findin gs point out that parents ' attitudes t oward 
nursery school education and policy are mixed; f requent and open 
parent - teacher communication should be seen as an essential facet of 
nurs ery educat i on . Also, teachers should see each child in the gr oup 
as an individual; he is a product of many influences, inte raction with 
his parents being one of crucial importance. 
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APPENDIX 
Utah State University 
Department of Family and Child Development 
Please respond to the following items as truthfully and comple t e ly 
as possibl e. Your name is not r equired and your anonymity in the 
study is assured. 
Sex: male __ ~ ____ female. ______ __ 
Yea r of birth~------------------
Occupation. ____ ~--~-------------------------
Education completed 
Number of c hildren~(~y~o~u--a~n~d,_y-o~u-r~s~po~u~s~e') ______________ __ 
Posi ti on in the family of the chi ld now attending nursery school 
first child 
-----second child 
-----third child 
-----fourth child 
===:=other (specify) 
Your birthplace 
_____ on a f arm 
_____ in a community of l ess than 2,500 population 
in a commun i ty of 2,500 t o 50, 000 population 
_____ in a community of ove r 50,000 population 
Which par e nt was respo nsibl e for initiating the necessary response for 
your child's attending nursery school? 
husband 
-----wife 
both of us 
ATTITUDES TOWARD NURSERY SCHOOL EDUCATION 
Definition: Nurse ry school education , as used in this scale, has 
reference t o educati on received in nurs e ry school or pr e school which 
has r ecognized educational programs for children be tween the ages 
of two years and five years. 
Please read each item care full y and give your response by circling one 
of the three following categories: Disagree , Undecided, Agree. 
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D U A 1. 
D U A 2 . 
D U A 3 . 
D U A 4 . 
D U A 5. 
D U A 6 . 
D U A 7. 
D U A 8. 
D U A 9. 
D U A 10 . 
D U A 11. 
D U A 12. 
D U A 13. 
D U A 14. 
D U A 15 . 
D U A 16. 
D U A 17. 
D U A 18. 
D U A 19. 
Nursery school, to a degree , reflects how our socie t y 
pampers children . 
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Learning i ndependence is a desirab l e outcome of the nursery 
school experience . 
A drawback to the nursery school is that i t does not t each 
the child t o play alone. 
The nurs ery schoo l broad ens the ch ild 's experi ence in a 
desirable way. 
Responsibility c an be taught better in the home than i n 
the nurser y school. 
Through the nursery school the child l earns to cooperate 
with others. 
Children are be tt e r off s t aying at home un til the age 
when public school begins. 
Most children can profi t by nursery school. 
Disciplining of children should be left up t o par ents, 
not done by nursery school t eache rs . 
When a l arge group of children are together in the nursery 
school, they l earn ob j e ctionab le habits fr om e ach other . 
Nursery schoo l educat i on r e flects an "educ ational fri ll" 
of a we ll-t o- do socie t y . 
Nursery schoo l s he lp chi ldren in making social adjustments . 
Children this a ge are t oo young t o be away from their 
mothe rs for the l ength of the nursery school period . 
Nursery school teachers can help children t o eliminate 
uncles irable habits. 
Nursery school is a helpful transition from the home to 
the publi c school. 
Going to nursery schoo l is a wa y for a child to catch all 
kinds of i llnesses . 
Nursery schoo l s stimulate inte l lectual gr owth. 
A child's safety at nur sery schoo l is t o be questione d--
t he teachers can ' t wa t ch everyone at once. 
Nur ser y schoo l gives parent s an opportunit y to talk about 
"children" with o th er inte res ted adults . 
D U A 20. There are more chances for social l earning at nursery 
school than in a nei ghborhood with friends. 
D U A 21. The child in the nursery school receives l ess help than 
he does at h ome. 
D U A 22. 
D U A 23 . 
D U A 24 . 
D U A 25 . 
D U A 26. 
D U A 27. 
Nursery sch oo l teachers can he lp prevent problems better 
than parents can, because of their objective vie w of the 
child. 
Nursery schoo l has become a prestige experi enc e i n America. 
A chi ld shou ld have time t o " be a child" be fore he is 
placed in o rganized preschoo l experie nces. 
The nursery school provides mor e opportunities for 
l e arning than does the home. 
Parents a nd c hildren will r emain better friends when no t 
perpetually toget her. 
Some of the best op portunities for teaching in the nursery 
school occur in the toi l e ting situation . 
D U A 28. 
D U A 29. 
D U A 30 . 
D U A 31. 
D U A 32 . 
D U A 33. 
D U A 34. 
D U A 35. 
D U A 36 . 
D U A 37. 
D U A 38 . 
D U A 39 . 
D U A 40. 
D U A 41. 
U U A 42. 
D U A 43 . 
D U A 44 . 
D U A 45. 
D U A 46 . 
D U A 47. 
D U A 48. 
The child learns little for future use- - just "nursery 
school stuff ." 
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If both parents were working, it is preferable t o l eave 
the child with someone he knows (neighbors or relatives) 
rathe r than send him to a nursery school . 
An aim of nurs ery school should be to educate par ents 
as well as children . 
The freedom a child has in nursery schoo l encourages him 
to "run wild" at home. 
Teachers should be expected to conform t o requests f r om 
parent s as t o their childre n 1 s participation in nursery 
school ac tiviti es . 
Regular attendanc e at nursery school for a child who is 
enro lled i s not nec essary. 
Nursery schoo l activities have a tendency t o engage boys 
in "sissy11 activities. 
It is difficult for a parent to acce pt his child's showing 
affection to other adults, such as a nursery schoo l teacher. 
Nurs ery school experience is a desirable one for every 
child in our society. 
It is hard for preschool chi ldren t o go t o nursery school 
because the y still fee l so dependent on their mothers 
and fathers. 
Teacher - parent confer ences are unnecessary at the nursery 
school l eve l. 
Lax discipline i n the nursery sc hool cr eates additional 
probl ems for parents . 
If a child wants t o stay home from nursery schoo l with 
the fam ily some days , he should be all owed to do so . 
Nurs e r y school may make children discontent with wha t 
they have at home . 
Nursery schoois seem chaotic and unorganized . 
Nursery school provides time for children away from the 
family, which they should have. 
Nursery school experience will make it more difficult for 
the child to be adequatel y stimulated in kindergarten . 
I f a child makes a fuss when left at nursery school the 
parent should stay until he is no l onger needed . 
The child who comes from a stable middle-class background 
doesn ' t need a nurser y s chool experience . 
The childr en who need nur se r y schoo l for social contacts 
are the ones who don ' t benefit from it, because th e sit-
uation makes them more shy. 
Children need not a ttend nursery school if there are 
siblings at home with whom th ey can play . 
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